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Abstract

The spectrum of patients referred for suspected pulmonary arterial hyper-

tension (PAH) includes a population with clinical features suggestive of

pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease (PH‐LHD). Even after right

heart catheterization (RHC) performed at rest, it can be a challenge to identify

patients who will clearly benefit from PAH drug therapy. Therefore, the

objective of this study was to evaluate the role of exercise RHC to influence

decisions regarding prescription of PAH drug therapy in this population. A

retrospective cohort study was conducted of older adults with risk factors for

PH‐LHD and suspected PH referred for exercise RHC. One year follow‐up was

conducted to record clinical outcomes, all changes in PAH drug therapy, and

changes in patient‐reported quality of life. The final cohort included 61

patients, mean age of 69 ± 10; 44% and 34% had a history of coronary artery

disease and atrial fibrillation respectively. Exercise changed the proportional

breakdown of hemodynamic diagnoses from 36% No PH, 44% PAH, and 20%

PH‐LHD at rest to 15% No PH, 36% PAH, and 49% PH‐LHD. Although a

significant proportion of patients were reclassified as PH‐LHD, there was an

overall increase in the proportion of patients receiving PAH drug therapy,

particularly for those with PAH confirmed by exercise RHC. A total of 11 PAH

drug prescriptions were employed before exercise RHC increasing to 24 after

(p= 0.002). Patients receiving PAH therapy demonstrated significant improve-

ment in self‐reported quality of life. Exercise RHC appeared to influence

selection of PAH drug therapy.
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in the medical management of pulmonary
arterial hypertension (PAH) have spurred broad referral
of patients with suspected pulmonary hypertension (PH)
to specialty programs providing diagnostic and treatment
interventions. The contemporary spectrum of PAH
patients includes many older individuals with a high
prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors (CVRF).1,2 The
challenge for clinicians is to identify patients that will
benefit from appropriate PAH drug therapy versus those
with PH due to left heart disease [PH‐LHD, particularly
heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF)]
for whom PAH drug therapies have not shown benefit
and may cause harm.3,4

Right heart catheterization (RHC) is the diagnostic
gold standard for PH, defined as a mean pulmonary
artery pressure (mPAP) >20mmHg. PAH is differenti-
ated hemodynamically from PH‐LHD by a pulmonary
artery wedge pressure (PAWP) ≤ or >15mmHg respec-
tively.5 However, a significant proportion of patients
meeting the hemodynamic criteria for PAH have a
clinical profile suggestive of HFpEF.1,2 Exercise stress
during RHC may clarify the contributions of pulmonary
vascular or left heart pathophysiology to PH. It has been
demonstrated that, in select populations, resting PH
diagnoses can be reclassified by exercise in approxi-
mately 40% of patients;6–8 however, the effect on clinical
management is less clear.

Accordingly, we examined the effect of exercise RHC
within our PH program on decisions to implement or
modify PAH drug therapy for up to 1 year amongst older
patients with a high prevalence of CVRF.

METHODS

We conducted a retrospective cohort study of consecutive
patients undergoing RHC with the systematic addition of
exercise, who participated prospectively in a clinical and
hemodynamic registry maintained at our center.6

Patients also completed questionnaires measuring qual-
ity of life at the time of exercise RHC, and 1‐year follow‐
up was conducted to repeat questionnaires if possible and
record clinical outcomes including death, transplant, or
hospitalization.

For this analysis, patients referred by our center's PH
program were included if they were >50 years of age, and
had one or more CVRF (BMI≥ 30 kg/m2, history of
hypertension treated with ≥1 medication, hypercholeste-
rolemia treated with at least one medication, diabetes
mellitus treated with oral hypoglycemic agents or insulin,
or a history of coronary artery disease). Inclusion criteria

also mandated an echocardiogram demonstrating normal
left ventricular ejection fraction and suspected PH based on
the peak velocity of the tricuspid regurgitation jet >2.8m/s,
or previous RHC documenting PH. Patients were excluded
if they were recipients of a heart transplant or left
ventricular assist device, had a history of pericardial
disease, recent acute coronary syndrome, or evidence of
structural heart disease with more than moderate valvular
regurgitation or stenosis. Patients with hypoxic pulmonary
disease or a history of venous thromboembolic disease
(suspected Group 3 or 4 PH) were also excluded.

As part of registry practices, a case report form was
completed at the time of RHC. Information collected
included demographics and all clinical data captured as
part of standard practice in the PH program. Clinical
information included risk factors for PH, CVRF, and
complete medication history. Both the Short Form 36
(SF36) Quality of Life questionnaire and the Medical
Research Council (MRC) Breathlessness Scale were
administered.

Catheterization procedures

Our methods for resting supine RHC and exercise on a
semi‐upright ergometer have been reported previously.6,9,10

Briefly, supine resting RHC was performed and pressures
were sampled from the right atrium, right ventricle, and
pulmonary artery. The balloon‐tip was intermittently
inflated for measurement of the PAWP. Blood sampling
for mixed venous oxygen saturation and thermodilution
cardiac output (TDCO) was measured intermittently. For
exercise testing, patients were transferred to a tiltable cycle
ergometer and performed semi‐upright exercise at 1 or 2
timed constant work‐rate stages. Each exercise stage lasted
for 5min and TDCO was obtained in triplicate within 10%
after the second minute of exercise. Selection of first/second
work rates were based on the MRC breathlessness scale;
scores of 4 or higher—15/25 watts (W), scores of 3 or less—
25/40W for women and 40/70W for men.6

Procedures for hemodynamic analysis have been
published by our lab.6,9,10 Hemodynamics reported
include heart rate (HR), systemic blood pressure, mean
right atrial pressure (mRAP), systolic/diastolic/mean
PAP (PASP/PADP/mPAP), TDCO, and mPAWP. Supine
resting hemodynamic classifications were reported as per
the World Symposium for Pulmonary Hypertension
(WSPH) definitions for PH (mPAP> 20mmHg), PAH
(mPAP> 20mmHg, PAWP ≤ 15mmHg, PVR ≥ 3 WU)
and PH‐LHD (mPAP>20mmHg, PAWP> 15mmHg).5

Exercise hemodynamic classifications and discrimination
between normal and abnormal were based on pressure‐
flow slopes derived from healthy, self‐reported non‐
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dyspneic volunteers as reported by our laboratory
previously.6 Exercise PH was defined by mPAP/CO> 3
WU,11 and subclassified as Exercise PH‐LHD if change in
PAWP per change in CO with exercise (ΔPAWP/
ΔCO) > 2mmHg/L/min,9,12 and Exercise PAH if the
ΔPAWP/ΔCO was ≤2 mmHg/L/min.

Follow‐up procedures

Patients were contacted at 1 year following exercise RHC
and the SF36 questionnaire was repeated if possible. Vital
status and hospital admissions including dates and
diagnoses were corroborated by hospital records.

Retrospective evaluation of PAH therapy

A chart review was conducted to record all ambulatory visits
to the PH clinic up to 1 year after the exercise RHC. All
medication changes made during this period were recorded.
Results of follow‐up tests were also recorded from the
patients' medical records and the treating physician reports.

Ethical approval

The prospective hemodynamic and clinical registry was
approved by Mount Sinai Hospital's research ethics board
(REB no. 16‐0217‐E) and all patients gave written
informed consent. Approval was also obtained for
retrospective chart review of ambulatory clinic activity
during follow‐up.

Data analysis

Continuous data was presented as mean ± standard
deviation (SD) if normally distributed and as median
(interquartile range [IQR]) if not normally distributed.
Dichotomous variables were expressed as percentages.
One of three diagnoses could be assigned: No PH, PAH,
or PH‐LHD. In the supine position, an initial hemo-
dynamic diagnosis was assigned; however, the final
diagnosis was assigned after exercise RHC. If patients
were unable to exercise, or exercise results were
equivocal, they retained the resting diagnosis. Rest and
exercise hemodynamic measurements were evaluated by
a two‐way repeated‐measures analysis of variance, with
rest/exercise as the repeated factor and diagnosis as the
second factor. Post hoc pairwise comparisons were
performed with a Bonferoni correction. The effect of
exercise RHC to change hemodynamic PH classification

pre and postexercise RHC was evaluated with McNe-
mar's test. Data was available with respect to changes in
PAH drug therapy on a portion of the sample. The effect
of exercise RHC to affect the proportion on monotherapy
and dual therapy before and after exercise RHC was also
evaluated with McNemar's test. SF36 scores for specific
domains as well as the overall quality of life were also
compared before and 1 year after exercise RHC was
assessed in the full cohort with a Wilcoxon Signed Rank
Test. p< 0.05 was required for statistical significance.

RESULTS

Patient characteristics

Between July 2017 and June 2020, 61 patients were
identified who met inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Demographic and clinical characteristics are presented in
Table 1. Patients had a mean age of 69 ± 10 and 56% were

TABLE 1 Patient characteristics, n= 61

Age (y) 69 ± 10

Women n (%) 34 (56%)

Body surface area (m2) 1.92 ± 0.25

Body mass index (BMI) (kg/m2) 28.7 ± 5.2

BMI > 25 and ≥30 kg/m2 21 (34%) and 25 (41%)

Diabetes mellitus n (%) 19 (31%)

Hypertension 47 (77%)

Dyslipidemia 36 (59%)

History of atrial fibrillation 21 (34%)

History of coronary artery disease 27 (44%)

Asthma or chronic obstructive lung
disease

20 (33%)

Connective tissue disease 4 (7%)

Angiotensin‐converting enzyme
inhibitors

34 (56%)

Beta‐adrenergic receptor blockers 37 (61%)

Calcium channel blockers 21 (34%)

Acetylsalicylic acid 28 (46%)

Anticoagulant 19 (31%)

Loop diuretic 29 (48%)

Thiazide diuretic 7 (11%)

Spironolactone 15 (25%)

HMG‐CoA reductase inhibitors 36 (59%)

NT‐pro BNP pg/ml 131 ± 235
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female. The study cohort exhibited a high burden of
CVRF. Approximately three‐quarters of the population
were overweight or obese and the prevalence of diabetes
and hypertension was 31% and 77%, respectively.
Moreover, 44% had a history of coronary artery disease
and 34% had a history of prior or current atrial
fibrillation. Before RHC with exercise, 19 patients (31%)
were known to have PAH based on a previous resting
RHC. The remainder of the population was referred for
suspected PH as outlined by the inclusion criteria. The
median MRC score was 43,4 and the median work rate for
the first stage was 25W.15,25 The mixed venous oxygen
saturation declined to a median value of 41% with a
range of 14.5%–58.5% and 24 patients proceeded to a
second stage.

Exercise reclassification of hemodynamic
diagnoses

Hemodynamics measured at baseline in the supine
position are presented in Table 2. At rest, classifications
were: No PH= 22 (36%) and PH= 39 (64%). Further
hemodynamic classifications of the PH group were:
PAH= 27 (44%) and PH‐LHD= 12 (20%). Between the
groups with resting PH, PH‐LHD patients exhibited
higher mRAP and mPAWP than PAH, but otherwise no
differences in HR, TDCO, or PAPs. The mPAWP was

19 ± 4mmHg in the PH‐LHD group and 12 ± 4mmHg in
the PAH group. In the PH‐LHD group, 9 or 12 patients
demonstrated combined pre‐ and postcapillary PH based
on PVR> 3WU.

The effect of exercise to alter rest hemodynamic
classifications are presented in Figures 1 and 2, and
hemodynamics grouped by final classification after
exercise are included in Table 3. Among patients with
No PH at rest (n= 22), nine remained classified as No
PH, four were reclassified as PAH, and nine were
reclassified as PH‐LHD. Among patients classified as
PAH at rest (n= 27), 14 remained classified as PAH, 11
were reclassified as PH‐LHD, and 2 did not complete
exercise. Among patients classified as PH‐LHD at rest
(n= 12), nine remained classified as PH‐LHD, two were
reclassified as PAH, and one did not complete exercise.
Interestingly, five patients with PH at rest (4 PAH and 1
PH‐LHD) did not meet the exercise mPAP/CO criteria
for PH. In addition, three patients overall did not
complete the exercise portion (2 PAH and 1 PH‐LHD).
The reasons exercise was not performed included
orthopedic restrictions to cycle ergometry (two patients)
and the development of chest pain during the resting
RHC (one patient). These eight patients retained their
resting hemodynamic classification. Overall, after ex-
ercise RHC, final hemodynamic classifications were: No
PH= 9 (15%), PAH= 22 (36%), and PH‐LHD= 30 (49%).
The number of patients classified as No PH decreased

TABLE 2 Baseline supine
hemodynamic measurements by resting
PH classification

All
patients n= 61

No
PH n= 22 PAH n= 27

PH‐
LHD n= 12 p value

HR min−1 67 ± 11 65 ± 11 67 ± 10 69 ± 12 0.504

MAP (mmHg) 95 ± 17 91 ± 12 100 ± 20 90 ± 15 0.072

SVi (mlm−2) 38 ± 10 43 ± 10 35 ± 9* 35 ± 8 0.012

CI (Lmin−1m−2) 2.5 ± 0.6 2.7 ± 0.6 2.3 ± 0.6 2.4 ± 0.7 0.068

mRAP (mmHg) 7 ± 4 4 ± 3 7 ± 3* 11 ± 3*† <0.001

SPAP 47 ± 22 25 ± 5 58 ± 20* 61 ± 16* <0.001

DPAP 15 ± 8 7 ± 3 19 ± 6* 21 ± 6* <0.001

mPAP 28 ± 13 15 ± 3 34 ± 10* 38 ± 9* <0.001

mPAWP 12 ± 5 8 ± 3 12 ± 4* 19 ± 4*† <0.001

PVR (WU) 3.9 ± 3.4 1.5 ± 0.9 5.7 ± 3.9* 4.3 ± 2.6* <0.001

PAC 3.1 ± 2.0 4.8 ± 1.9 2.2 ± 1.4* 2.0 ± 1.1* <0.001

Abbreviations: CI, cardiac index; DPAP, diastolic pulmonary artery pressure; HR, heart rate; MAP, mean
arterial pressure; mPAP, mean pulmonary artery pressure; mPAWP, mean pulmonary artery wedge
pressure; mRAP, mean right atrial pressure; PAC, pulmonary arterial compliance; PAH, pulmonary
arterial hypertension; PH, pulmonary hypertension; PVR, pulmonary vascular resistance; SPAP, systolic
pulmonary artery pressure; SVi, stroke volume index.

*p< 0.05 versus no PH.
†p< 0.05 versus PAH.
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from 22 to 9 between rest and exercise; in other words,
the proportion of the total population classified as having
some form of PH increased from 64% to 85% (p= 0.0009).
The relative proportions of patients with PAH versus PH‐
LHD also shifted significantly between rest and exercise;
after rest RHC, the proportion of PAH versus PH‐LHD
was 44% versus 20%, but after exercise RHC this changed
to 36% versus 49% (p= 0.01).

Clinical events and PAH therapy

In the cohort, there were nine hospitalizations (6 for
congestive heart failure) and four deaths in follow‐up (final
diagnoses 3 PAH and 1 PH‐LHD). Twenty‐six patients did
not receive longitudinal follow‐up in the PH clinic after
exercise RHC; 77% of those without follow‐up either had a
final diagnosis of No PH (n=6) or PH‐LHD (n=14).

FIGURE 1 Flow diagram resting hemodynamic classification and reclassification by exercise RHC. PH, pulmonary hypertension;
PAH, pulmonary arterial hypertension; PH‐LHD, pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease; RHC, right heart catheterization.
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In total, after exercise RHC, 35 patients had follow‐up
over 1 year in the PH clinic (final diagnoses 3 No PH, 16
PAH, and 16 PH‐LHD), including all patients who were
receiving PAH therapy and/or were known to have PH
based on a previous resting RHC. Table 4 and Figure 3
summarize the medication changes made in the first year
of follow‐up. The median number of clinic visits for these
patients over the first year was five visits. Before exercise
RHC, 10 patients were receiving therapy (9 PAH and 1
PH‐LHD) and 25 were not (3 Normal, 7 PAH, and 15 PH‐

LHD). Among the 10 treated patients, nine were treated
with a single agent and one was treated with two agents.
One‐year after exercise RHC, 18 patients were receiving
therapy (13 PAH and 5 PH‐LHD) and 17 were not (3 No
PH, 3 PAH, and 11 PH‐LHD) (p= 0.05 vs. pre‐exercise
RHC) (Figure 4). A total of 11 PAH drug prescriptions
were employed before exercise RHC increasing to 24
PAH drug prescriptions after (p= 0.002). The most
significant change was an increase in the number of
prescriptions for endothelin receptor antagonists.

Whether exercise confirmed or changed the hemo-
dynamic classifications and subsequent changes in PAH
therapy are illustrated in Table 5. Sixteen patients with a
final diagnosis of PAH received follow‐up. Eight had
resting PH‐LHD for whom exercise confirmed the
diagnosis (1 remained on monotherapy and 2 were started
on monotherapy) while for the remaining eight exercise
changed the diagnosis to PH‐LHD (2 were started on
monotherapy). Overall, at 1 year, 5 of the 16 PH‐LHD
patients were receiving PH therapy, all monotherapy.
Sixteen patients with a final diagnosis of PAH received
follow‐up. Fifteen had resting PAH for whom exercise
confirmed the diagnosis (7 remained on monotherapy, 6
were escalated mostly to dual therapy, and 2 had de‐
escalation of therapy), while for one patient, exercise had
changed their diagnosis to PAH (and started on mono-
therapy). Overall at 1 year, 13 of the 16 PAH patients were
receiving PH therapy. Of note, confirmation of the PAH
diagnosis led to escalation of therapy for 38% of this group.

FIGURE 2 Summary of rest to exercise hemodynamic
classification. PH, pulmonary hypertension; PAH, pulmonary
arterial hypertension; PH‐LHD, pulmonary hypertension due to left
heart disease.

TABLE 3 Exercise hemodynamic
measurements based on exercise PH
classifications

All completing
exercise No PH PAH PH‐LHD
N= 58 N= 9 N= 20 N= 29

HR min−1 95 ± 15 88 ± 13 101 ± 18 95 ± 14

MAP (mmHg) 101 ± 21 106 ± 15 99 ± 13 100 ± 26

CI (Lmin−1m−2) 3.9 ± 1.2 4.8 ± 1.7 3.7 ± 1.0 3.7 ± 0.1.0

mRAP (mmHg) 11 ± 7 6 ± 6 13 ± 7* 13 ± 6*

SPAP 64 ± 27 45 ± 24 82 ± 33 63 ± 16

DPAP 25 ± 10 15 ± 10 31 ± 10* 27 ± 7*

mPAP 43 ± 16 28 ± 13 52 ± 19* 44 ± 10*

mPAWP 18 ± 9 11 ± 5 13 ± 6 25 ± 6*†

PVR (WU) 3.8 ± 3.6 2.4 ± 3.0 6.5 ± 5.1* 2.9 ± 1.8†

PAC 2.7 ± 1.7 4.3 ± 2.0 2.3 ± 2.1 2.3 ± 0.9

Abbreviations: CI, cardiac index; DPAP, diastolic pulmonary artery pressure; HR, heart rate; MAP, mean
arterial pressure; mPAP, mean pulmonary artery pressure; mPAWP, mean pulmonary artery wedge
pressure; mRAP, mean right atrial pressure; PAC, pulmonary arterial compliance; PAH, pulmonary
arterial hypertension; PH, pulmonary hypertension; PVR, pulmonary vascular resistance; SPAP, systolic
pulmonary artery pressure.

*p< 0.05 versus no PH.
†p< 0.05 versus PAH.
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Changes in quality of life

Some follow‐up measurements could not be obtained as
the follow‐up period overlapped with the COVID 19
pandemic, which restricted in person clinic visits. One‐
year follow‐up SF 36 scores were available for 12/18
patients receiving PAH treatment (final diagnoses 8 PAH
and 4 PH‐LHD) and 9/17 patients not receiving treatment
(final diagnoses 1 No PH, 3 PAH, and 5 PH‐LHD).

TABLE 4 Changes in medications among 35 patients receiving
follow‐up in PH clinic

Therapy

Pre‐
exercise
RHC

Postexercise
RHC p value

No therapy n (%) 25 (71) 17 (49) 0.05

Single‐agent therapy

PDE5 inhibitor 8 (23) 9 (26)

ET receptor
antagonist

1 (3) 4 (11)

Total 9 (26) 13 (37) 0.31

Combination therapy

PDE5 inhibitor + ET
receptor
antagonist

1 (3) 4 (11)

Other combination 0 1 (3)

Total 1 (3) 5 (14) 0.09

PAH prescriptions

PDE5 Inhibitor 9 (26) 14 (40) 0.21

ET receptor
antagonists

2 (6) 9 (26) 0.02

Other agent 0 1 (3)

Total 11 (31) 24 (69) 0.002

Note: Data presented as n (%).

Abbreviations: ET, endothelin; PDE5, phosphodiesterase type 5; PAH,
pulmonary arterial hypertension; PH, pulmonary hypertension; RHC, right
heart catheterization.

FIGURE 3 Changes in PAH drug prescription in 35 patients during 1‐year follow‐up in PH clinic. PAH, pulmonary arterial
hypertension; PH, pulmonary hypertension.

FIGURE 4 Proportion of patients treated and untreated at
baseline and 1‐year follow‐up and final exercise hemodynamic
classification. PAH, pulmonary arterial hypertension; PH,
pulmonary hypertension; PH‐LHD, pulmonary hypertension due to
left heart disease; RHC, right heart catheterization.
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TABLE 5 Hemodynamic classifications and changes in treatment (Rx) at 1 year

Final diagnosis
(Expected PH Rx) Resting diagnosis

Diagnosis changed
or confirmed

PH Rx changed
at 1 year Description

No PH (n= 3) (NoRx) No PH (n= 3) Confirmed No (n= 3) NoRx Baseline or 1 year

PH‐LHD (n= 16) (NoRx or
monoRx)

No PH (n= 3) Changed No (n= 3) NoRx Baseline or 1 year

PH‐LHD (n= 8) Confirmed Yes (n= 2) 2 escalated from NoRx to
monoRx

No (n= 6) 1 remained on monoRx

5 NoRx Baseline or 1 year

PAH (n= 5) Changed Yes (n= 2) 2 escalated from NoRx to
monoRx

No (n= 3) 3 NoRx Baseline or 1 year

PAH (n= 16) PH‐LHD (n= 1) Changed Yes (n= 1) 1 escalated from NoRx to
monoRx

(Mono or DualRx) PAH (n= 15) Confirmed Yes (n= 8) 6 escalated Rx

No (n= 7) 5 to dualRx or more

2 from monoRx

3 from NoRx

1 from NoRx to monoRx

7 Rx unchanged

5 remained on monoRx

2 No Rx Baseline or 1 year

Abbreviations: PAH, pulmonary arterial hypertension; PH, pulmonary hypertension; PH‐LHD, pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease.

FIGURE 5 Baseline and 1‐year SF36 results according to treatment status: (a) Patients receiving PAH therapy, (b) patients not receiving
PAH therapy. PAH, pulmonary arterial hypertension; SF36, Short Form‐36.

Figure 5 includes radar plots to examine changes in quality
of life for patients with 1‐year follow‐up according to
treatment status. In our cohort of older adults with risk
factors for cardiovascular disease undergoing exercise
RHC, patients receiving PH therapy demonstrated

significant improvements for domains reflecting physical
role function, health change, well‐being, social and
emotional function. Patients who were not receiving
PAH therapy did not demonstrate significant changes in
any domains of quality of life.
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DISCUSSION

We studied the effect of exercise RHC to support
selection of PAH drug therapy among older patients
with a high prevalence of CVRF referred to our PH
program for confirmed or suspected PH. We observed
several outcomes for this patient population, including
initiation, escalation, as well as withdrawal of PAH
therapy. Overall, there was a net increase in the number
of prescriptions for PAH‐specific medications and
improvements in self‐reported quality of life particularly
for patients receiving treatment.

The experience of both registries1 and clinical trials2

has shown that patients referred to expert PAH centers
are often older, with a higher prevalence of CVRF than
traditionally considered. Patients with a high burden of
CVRF were excluded from landmark studies establishing
the efficacy of dual therapy with PDE5i and ET
antagonists,2 leading to uncertainty regarding both the
diagnostic and therapeutic strategy for this population.
The current study confirmed this experience in our PH
program, and we identified a population with a mean age
of approximately 70 years, with >90% having at least two
CVRF. We further excluded patients with suspected
WHO group 3 or 4 PH. Our inclusion criteria mandated a
high likelihood of PH based on previous investigations,
to exclude patients referred for dyspnea of unknown
origin likely to have normal resting hemodynamics.
Almost 1/3 of the population had previous documenta-
tion of PH by RHC, yet only 50% of these were treated,
primarily with single‐agent PAH therapy, reflecting the
uncertainty of experienced clinicians for prescribing dual
PAH therapy in this population.

An assumption made in this study was that exercise
RHC would improve the precision of PH diagnosis. It is
important to acknowledge that fully standardized rec-
ommendations for either the methods or interpretation
of data are lacking.13,14 The clinical indication for
patients referred in this study was to identify specific
pathophysiology underlying probable PH. As such, 85%
of our population had abnormal rest or exercise
hemodynamics, a higher proportion than studies of
patients with dyspnea of unknown origin with and
without risk factors for latent PAH or PH‐LHD.7,8,15

Given the older age, comorbidities and symptom‐burden
of this population, the exercise protocol employed
modest work‐rates, with over half of the cohort unable
to progress beyond the first exercise work rate. As such,
classification of physiology were not based on single
value thresholds, which may vary based on the body
position.11 Pressure‐flow relationships were employed,
which may be more sensitive for detection of abnormal
responses13 and also allows interpretation of both PAP

and PAWP as well as their interrelationship. In this
population, exercise unmasked PAH or PH‐LHD in 59%
of patients without PH at rest. Importantly, among this
older population, exercise also shifted the dominant PH
diagnosis from PAH to PH‐LHD, ultimately identified in
almost half the cohort.

The relationship between exercise RHC and selection
of PAH drug therapies was complex. Variations in
referral practice with respect to timing for exercise
RHC were evident; some patients were referred at the
time of initial diagnostic RHC but others referred in
ongoing follow‐up. As noted, a pre‐existing diagnosis of
PH was available for approximately 1/3 of the cohort,
however, less than 50% of these patients were receiving
any therapy. Although similar patients have been shown
to benefit,16,17 our data is consistent with hesitation to
initiate PAH drug therapy in this older population18,19

who would have been excluded from clinical trials based
on their burden of CVRF. Further, the selection of a
single agent strategy, primarily PDE5i, likely reflects the
concern for harm with ET antagonists in a population
that may in actuality have PH‐LHD.3,4 The substantial
reclassification of our cohort to PH‐LHD would substan-
tiate this concern of clinicians. Approximately 40% of
patients were discharged from the PH program after
exercise RHC, the majority of whom were demonstrated
to have either No PH or PH‐LHD. Interestingly, despite
the preponderance of PH‐LHD and the small number of
patients withdrawn from PAH therapy, more prescrip-
tions for PAH drug therapy were issued after exercise
RHC. As important as uncovering PH‐LHD, confirma-
tion of PAH (and definitively ruling out PH‐LHD) by
exercise RHC appeared to increase confidence for
clinicians to prescribe PAH‐specific therapy and escalate
from single agent to dual therapy, particularly with the
addition of ET antagonists.

Although exercise RHC appeared to exert some
influence on decisions regarding PAH therapy, there
were patients who received therapy despite a final
diagnosis of PH‐LHD and similarly patients with a final
diagnosis of PAH were either not offered therapy or
perhaps did not tolerate therapy. Although our study was
not powered to establish a connection between exercise
RHC and outcomes, we did observe clear improvements
in quality of life at 1‐year follow‐up for patients receiving
treatment. This was a highly selected population for
whom it seems plausible that exercise RHC may have
assisted in identifying patients most likely to benefit from
PAH therapy. Among patients with a final diagnosis of
PH‐LHD, whether decisions to withdraw or withhold
PAH therapy reduced harm is not clear from our study,
although as a group quality of life was neither improved
nor diminished.
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Several limitations merit discussion. This was a
single‐center experience and it would be useful to test a
strategy of provocative RHC either in a prospective and
randomized and/or a multicenter fashion. The strategy
for selection of PAH drug therapy was not uniform; a
portion of patients was referred for exercise at the time of
initial RHC, while others were referred after initiation of
single‐agent PAH therapy. We did not have a complete
follow‐up of the full cohort. The criteria by which to
define abnormal exercise PAWP responses are still in
evolution,13,14 and an infusion of intravenous saline is a
viable alternative to elicit evidence of left heart disease;20

however, exercise may be preferable to stress the
pulmonary vasculature in addition.21

There remain several unresolved issues with respect
to the clinical utility of exercise RHC. Our experience
validates the notion that, for many patients with over-
lapping risk factors for WHO group 1 and 2 diseases,
resting hemodynamics do not provide sufficient resolu-
tion to distinguish between the different subtypes of PH.
Exercise RHC appeared to influence the selection of PAH
drug therapy both in the case where exercise confirmed
the diagnosis as well as when exercise changed the
diagnosis. Further study is required to assess whether
patient outcomes are improved.
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